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This updated, expanded edition provides inspiring ideas for making the Mid-Atlantic home

landscape more attractive and functional. Starting with the 200 best plants that thrive in the region,

area landscape professionals created 46 outdoor design concepts readers can work with. More than

430 color photographs and drawings complement the easy-to-follow instructions for caring for and

installing plants, paths, patios, ponds, and arbors.DE, Long Island, MD, NJ, PA, VA, WV
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This updated, expanded edition provides inspiring ideas for making the Mid-Atlantic home

landscape more attractive and functional. Starting with the 200 best plants that thrive in the region,

area landscape professionals created 46 outdoor design concepts readers can work with. More than

430 color photographs and drawings complement the easy-to-follow instructions for caring for and

installing plants, paths, patios, ponds, and arbors.DE, Long Island, MD, NJ, PA, VA, WV

Mid-Atlantic Home Landscaping&#149; Approximately 400 full-color photos and illustrations&#149;

46 designs covering the most common situations, such as front entries, foundation plantings, patios,

and steep slopes.&#149; Detailed descriptions of more than 200 plants that will grow well in your

region, plus all you need to know to select, plant, and care for them.&#149; Step-by-step

instructions for building structures, such as paths, patios, ponds, walls, fences, arbors, and trellises.

The whole book contains nothing but very staid, mostly all green landscaping plants and trees. I



only found a few bright pages with nicely flowering plants and trees ideas for landscaping. It seems

like not much imagination was used in the plant selections. I think that Better Homes and Garden

does a better job of giving landscaping ideas.

I owned the previous edition of this book, and this updated version is even better than the original.

The illustrations are particularly useful: what a specific garden would look like when just planted, 5

years later, and 15 years later--something that many people have difficulty envisioning. The book

also devotes several pages each to specific situations, such as different treatments for a roadside

mailbox, creating a seating area, and planning for a narrow space between a house and a fence.

There are also specific instructions (and step-by-step illustrations) for creating walkways, patios,

edging, and of course all shapes and sizes of garden beds. Species of recommended plants and

trees are given, as well as information as to what soil, light, and water conditions work best for all

plants mentioned.This book is useful not only in the very first stages of landscaping, but also in latter

years, when other types of maintenance or treatments are needed.

Home Landscaping has given me a plethora of insight on gardening in Maryland. I'm excited about

Spring 2016!

Great tips and plans for successful, attractive gardening.

It was just what I was looking for. Great landscaping ideas and it gives the plants to buy which

makes it super easy.

Very helpful designs for creating interesting landscapes. All plants are readily available in

Midatlantic area. Grid patterns make spacing easy.

This book has several designs from major designers familiar with the region. I wish it had more

plants in the plant section, but that is a minor concern.

Great book/ learned alot and my yard looks fantastic!!
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